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General Remarks: 

The thesis is presented in generally well written prose  but the structure is immediately confusing with 
the first reference being to the second chapter rather than the first section. Aside from minor spelling, 
phraseology and formatting niggles(use of first person format  and student seems in places to be 
combining the use of in-text citations with footnotes which is highly irregular) ,this is reasonably clean 
text. 
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The introductory section of the essay containing biographical information is essentially an example of 
plagiarism/poor scholarship as it does not cite the source of the information and thereby claims it to be 
the student's own work which it patently, is not. This should be remedied before a pass is even 
considered. There are other passages in this thesis of dubious provenance and it seems appropriate to 
encourage the student to thoroughly scour this work and ensure all quoted/paraphrased material is 
adequately referenced.     

Structurally , there is little evidence of analytic thinking and the work is essentially a survey of the plot 
and characters of 4 novels by Tremain. Despite close consideration of these texts , it is hard to 
determine the value therein. Additionally the absence of any attempt to position Tremain's work within 
a historical/genre category is most curious. The student could have made considerable use of a 
theoretical model to analyse the psychosexual motivations of the characters , to explain gothic 
elements(obsessive pathologies-perhaps compare with Bronte and other neo- gothic/neo- victorian 
writings etc) and so on  and the central development of the heroes in Tremain's writing(Page 14 refers 
to  the metaphor of the artifices as being the solid representation of the male character's  mentality, 
becoming a reified form of bildungsroman and this might bear further analysis)  , which is undeniably  

 The function of history and period detail is another aspect which seems glossed over without any 
sustained consideration and this seems a loss. 

Recommendation 

Until this work is cleaned up and expunged of any and all plagiarism I could not recommend a passing 

grade. With this ammended I would recommend a  grade of Dobre(3) as the work lacks analytic 

coherence and unity.      
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